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New ISA Quarterly Journal
The Instrument Society of America has begun publication of a new quarterly journal entitled ISA TRANSACTIONS. The periodical contains papers devoted exclusively to the literature of instrumentation—measurement, data handling, computation, automatic control and
systems engineering. Papers are selected for their significant contribution to the technology of all levels of
instrumentation after review and evaluation by one of the
appropriate technical divisions of ISA. Volume 1, No. 1
was issued in January 1962.
Subscriptions to ISA
TRANSACTIONS may be obtained from Plenum Press, Inc.,
227 West 17th Street, New York 11, on an annualvolume basis. The annual subscription (4 issues) is
$15.00 domestic, $20.00 foreign.

International Science Activities Office
Established by NSF
An Office of International Science Activities was
established last December by the National Science
Foundation. The new office is headed by Dr. Arthur
Roe, former head of the Foundation's Planning Group
for Educational and International Activities.
The main duties of the new office are:
To provide staff and policy guidance on international
aspects of research support, science education, exchange
of scientific information, and other related matters.
To coordinate N S F activities involving new programs
or policies of international scope or significance.
To administer N S F staffs in Tokyo and Paris.
To develop experimental programs in international
science cooperation; such programs will involve the
association of scientists, science teachers, and other scientific groups here and abroad, sponsored by American
and foreign institutions and governments and by international groups.
Through this office, N S F will cooperate with Federal
agencies, international organizations, and other groups
concerned with international science programs.

Los Angeles Times Sums up Smog
In the issue of 8 January 1961, the Los Angeles Times
summed up the smog problem in Los Angeles County
in a comprehensive report entitled "Where W e Stand
on Smog Problem, What's Been Done, What's Ahead."
With the permission of the Times, the U. S. Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health
Service, has reprinted this report in a pamphlet available
from the Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C., at a cost
of 20 cents.
The report deals with the cause of smog, automobile
exhaust control, the menace to human health and
agricultural production, and the staggering cost, both
tangible and intangible, to the communities affected.

In an attempt to eliminate one of the major sources,
California became the first state to legislate against air
pollution from automobile exhaust. "By 1963 auto exhaust devices will be on all new cars in areas of smog
control jurisdiction," said Dr. John C. Middleton, chairman of the State Motor Vehicle Pollution Control
Board.

REVIEW
Aerodynamic Capture of Particles. Edited by E. G.
Richardson, New York, Pergamon Press, 1960. 200
pp. $8.00.
Because of the increasing importance of aerodynamic
collection theory in cloud physics, in air pollution meteorology, and in a number of other specialized applications of meteorology wherein sampling of airborne particulates becomes necessary, this book must be accessible
in all institutional libraries. Whether individual meteorologists will find this volume worth purchasing will
depend upon how closely their research leads them into
contact with airborne sampling problems; the book is not
a basic reference but a compilation of fifteen interesting
contributions to a 1960 symposium held by the British
Coal Utilization Research Association. All were new
to the reviewer except the paper by Hocking; and the
present cloud physics importance of that paper amply
justifies reproduction in this collection.
Since the principal point which this reviewer seeks
to make is that this volume must be on the shelves of
all meteorological libraries, he will add two other closely
related recommendations: 1) Particulate Clouds: Dusts,
Smokes and Mists, by H. L. Green and W . R. Lane
(New York, D. van Nostrand Company, 425 pp., 1957),
does perhaps deserve the label of "basic reference" on
not only sampling and collection problems but on a wide
variety of other topics of continued concern to the
meteorologist. Because this extremely valuable volume
seems not to have been reviewed in these pages and may
not yet be known to all meteorologists, mention of it
seems in order. 2) As a cheap yet very useful and readily
available basic reference on aerodynamic capture theory,
departmental libraries should hold at least one copy of
Report 1215 of the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics, "Impingement of cloud droplets on a cylinder and procedure for measuring liquid-water content
and droplet sizes in supercooled clouds by rotating multicylinder method," by R. J. Brun, W . Lewis, P. J. Perkins, and J. S. Serafini (Washington, U. S. Govt. Printing Off., 43 pp., $0.40). Its clear exposition of theory and
its convenient large-scale graphs of cylinder collectionefficiencies make it a most useful adjunct to cloud physics
teaching or in meteorological instrumentation coursework. This item, the compendious book by Green and
Lane, and the recently published Aerodynamic Capture
of Particles should be available to all graduate students
and research workers in meteorology.—James
E.
McDonald.
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